





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Falkenhausen，Suspended Music：Chime-bells in the Cul⁃










































































































































































Zhediao Bell Set and the Musical System of the Yue State
ZHANG Wen-jie
(Department of History, Xiamen University, Xiamen, Fujian, 361005)
Abstract: The Zhediao bell set is likely to have two groups of ringed bells (niuzhong), each with 10-12
bells, accompanied by several ritual bells (bozhong) according to the sizes and pitches of the bells and the ar⁃
rangement of the inscriptions on them. This arrangement of bells emerged in the early period of the Warring
States and became popular thereafter, not seen in the late Spring and Autumn times. It is argued therefore
that the inscription“Year 19 of the Yue”(weiyue shi you jiu nian) should refer to the Year 19 of the King Yi
(393 BC) rather than that of the King Goujian (478 BC) of the Spring and Autumn period. Among the royal in⁃
struments of the Yue state unearthed so far, the Zhediao bells are a relatively intact set. A further examina⁃
tion on the bell set together with the Yue instruments discovered from the Hongshan Site in Wuxi, Jiangsu
province, the Huangjiashan Site in Haiyan, Zhejiang province, the Bizishan Site in Changxing, Zhejiang
province, and the Warring States tombs in Chongxian, Yuhang, Zhejiang province indicates that a dichotomy
may have existed in the Yue state regarding the musical use of bells: the royal family used bronze bells fol⁃
lowing the system of the Chu state while ordinary aristocrats used celadon or hard pottery ones that could not
be played and lacked a system in arrangement. It is against this background that the social status of the bell
set’s owner Zhediao should be identified.
Key words: Zhediao bell set; King of Yi of the Yue; Yue State; musical system of bells
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